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What is OEE
OEE stands for Overall Equipment Effectiveness and allows a manufacturing plant to 
evaluate and indicate how effectively their production floor is utilized.

In addition to that, the OEE index is commonly used as a KPI (Key Performance 
Indicator) when conducting lean manufacturing practices in the organization.

Contel’s Pharma OEE™

The OEE allows plant managers to monitor the effectiveness of the different 
resources in the organization by presenting a clear index that contains the 
combination of an effective production in a glance and enables drill down to the 
highest data resolution to pin-point on the causes for lost efficiency. 
 
Bird-eye view of the entire production with drill down capabilities to allow higher  
  data resolution

 User defined interface for desired data presented  
 
 Modular OEE Formula (Availability X Performance X Quality) - subjected to  
     changes based on plant definitions  

		Allows clear OEE analysis over a desired time-frame and allows any resolution  
     such as OEE per line/department, shift, machine, plant etc..

	Highly flexible design and architecture which allows best fit to every plant from  
      any industry

	Roll based – each user has his own privileges that exposes him to different  
     information

	Web Based, easy installation

Contel is the leading 
provider of OEE solution for 
pharmaceutical plants in 

Israel and have installed over 
150 OEE lines since 2008. 

In 2013 Contel is expanding 
the OEE offering with a 

unique proposition for the 
pharmaceutical plant. 

Contel offers a free 
3-months OEE trial 
for one production 
or packaging line, 
including software 
and HW installation 

on-site.
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Performance Analysis
Analyzing the loss of performance throughout the different production 
processes and presents manageable data of how and when the 
performance losses occurred in the process, what caused them  
(including Possible Cause Pareto) and how to amend it.

 Every resource (or process) has a target performance set and  
        control limits (Mix/Max) to allow easy tracking of performance loss 
 Every logged performance loss can be classified or categorized in  
        used defined categories  
 Ability to split/edit performance loss event 
 Built-in log engine for easy reporting and data export

Downtime Analysis 
Analyzing the Downtime of a plant by automatically logging all downtime 
events that occurred in the process and providing manageable data 
such as downtime causes, top 10 fails, MTTR and MTBF, thus enabling 
dramatic reduction of equipment Stoppages break-downs. 

 Hierarchized downtime reason tree 
 Context driven – exposes relevant causes to the operator 
 Split/Edit downtime report  
 Ability to relate downtime cause to initiating entity  
 Downtime cause reminder pop-up screen for the operator 
 Built-in log engine for easy reporting and data export

Quality Analysis 
Monitors the quality of the production by analyzing the amount of waste in 
the process and the amount of defective products 

 Automatically counts the finished goods and defective goods 
        (optional) 
 Integrates to IPC systems for more information about quality in the 
        process 
 Integrates to Vision control (by Cognex) for high-speed and high 
        quality in visual in process quality control

What’s in the Box

Contel supplies the PharmaOEE™ for a 3 month, single line trial

The package includes the following items: 
 PharmaOEE™ Software license 
 PharmaOEE™ software full installation 
 Hardware unit (PLC Cabinet)

o	 Allen Bradley PLC

o	 Digital IO

o	 Ethernet connection

 Kepware® OPC Driver (trial verision)

 Machine production counting sensor


